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Planning, Scope & Integration Management

Assessment item 2

Value: 20%

Due date: 24-Aug-2014

Return date: 14-Sep-2014

Length: 4,000 Words

Submission method options

Alternative submission method

Task

Your task is to write a 4,000 word essay on the following topic. An appropriate essay structure must be used. 

Background:

The Sydney Opera house is an architectural marvel of the modern world. However from a project management
perspective many people see it as a failure.

The project was unique and developmental. Many new technologies were employed and there were many
innovations and changes to the scope throughout the project. Many people support the concept that the project
was never finished.

In 1967 the cost was estimated at A$6million and by the time it was “completed” in 1973 more than A$100million
had been spent on the project (more than 16 times the original budget).

What went wrong?

Much has been written about the lack of communications, the project scope creep, the lack of ability to understand
complex technology and the political interference in the project. Most documentation comments about the complex
array of committees who tried to control the project and the difficulty the architect faced in dealing with these
committees. It was impossible for project managers to manage when their work was governed by committees who
could not agree.

There was no process where the decisions reached by committees could be brought to a forum where a project
management decision could be made.

The Assignment Task:

Your essay is “Building a New Sydney Opera House” from a project management perspective. 
It is not a description of what took place but a discussion essay that may be informed by some of the history of the
project.

Issues you should address are:

How to establish an organisation with the capability to undertake the task?
What special project management skills do you envisage will be required?
How will the project management team for developmental project handle new ideas and innovative
technological developments that may indicate scope, resource and budget “creep”?
What communications plan will best suit a project of this nature?
Make a list of all potential stakeholders and attach this as an appendix to your essay
How would you go about building relationships with groups such as the committees mentioned above?

Rationale

This assessment task covers first six topics and has been designed to ensure that you are engaging with the
subject content on a regular basis. More specifically it seeks to assess your ability to:
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Identify the responsibilities of a Project manager when participating in a real world project;
Define the role of management in projects, particularly from the view point of the practitioner as a member of
the project team;
Apply project management skills, methods, techniques and tools to a real world problem typical of a project
manager;
Explain areas of knowledge relevant to project management; and
Discuss the many problems facing the project manager and to note the "best practices" being utilised in
order to produce effective, efficient and quality projects on time and within budget.

Marking criteria

 

CRITERIA
STANDARDS

HD DI CR PS FL

Introduction:

Objective of

assignment

Identified

shortcomings

Marks: 20

Comprehensive

introduction; all major

objectives are clearly

defined; completely

identified the real

problem in the case

study and justified it with

proper reasons.

Mostly comprehensive

introduction; major

objectives are clearly

defined; completely

identified the real

problem in the case

study and justified it with

proper reasons.

Mostly comprehensive

introduction; major

objectives are clearly

defined; completely

identified the real

problem in the case study

and justified it with

proper reasons. 

Some omissions

 

Reasonable

introduction; some

major objectives

are clearly defined;

completely

identified the real

problem in the

case study.

Major errors in

introduction

Identify the

importance of

PMBOK

knowledge areas

such as planning,

scope, integration,

charter,

communication,

etc.

Marks: 50

 

Identified the

importance of most

related PMBOK

knowledge areas with

comprehensive

explanation.

Identified the importance

of most related PMBOK

knowledge areas with

some explanation.

Identified the importance

of related PMBOK

knowledge areas with

little explanation.

Identified the

importance of

related PMBOK

knowledge areas

but very l ittle

explanation.

Not identified the

importance of

related PMBOK

knowledge areas.

Clarity of

expression &

presentation of

response

Marks: 20

 

Highly developed skil ls

in expression and

presentation of response.

Fluent writing style

appropriate to

assessment

task/document type.

Grammar and spelling

accurate.

 

Well-developed skil ls in

expression and

presentation of response.

Fluent writing style

appropriate to

assessment

task/document type.

Grammar and spelling

accurate.

 

Good skil ls in expression

and clear presentation of

response.

Mostly fluent writing style

appropriate to

assessment

task/document type.

Grammar and spelling

accurate.

 

Some skil ls in

expression and

presentation of

response.

Meaning apparent

but writing style not

always fluent or

well organised.

Grammar and

spelling contain

errors.

 

Rudimentary skil ls

in expression and

presentation of

response.

Not all material is

relevant and/or is

presented in a

disorganised

manner.

Meaning apparent

but writing style not

fluent or well-

organised,

Grammar and

spelling contain

errors.

 

Referencing and

Citation

Marks: 10

 

Referencing is

consistently accurate

and according to the

APA standard. All

references are cited in

the text

Referencing is mainly

accurate and according

to the APA standard.

Most of the references

are cited in the text

Some attempt at

referencing and

according to the APA

standard. Few references

are cited in the text

Attempt at

referencing but not

exactly according

to APA standard

and only few

references are cited

in the text

Referencing is

absent/unsystematic

 Total Marks: 100
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Requirements

All referencing in the essay must be in accordance with the APA style guide. A guide to the APA style of
referencing (the style now used by the Faculty of Business) is available
at: http://www.csu.edu.au/division/studserv/learning/pdfs/apa.pdf

http://www.csu.edu.au/division/studserv/learning/pdfs/apa.pdf

